
MORNING STAR
K E E P I N G  Y O U  U P  T O  D A T E  W I T H
A L L  T H E  L A T E S T  M S I S  N E W S

CHARACTER DAY!

OCTOBER 29TH, 2020 VP
OCTOBER 30th, 2020 TH

All students are encouraged
to dress up as their favorite

character for a day filled with
fun, games, and food.

STAFF DEVELOPMENT
DAY

NOVEMBER 6TH, 2020

Children will be taken care of
by Teaching Assistants during

the afternoon to allow for
Teachers to participate in staff

development meetings.

WINTER CONCERT

DECEMBER 10TH, 2020

Join us for an exciting
celebration of the winter

months which will include a
performance from each class

and a Potluck dinner
immediately following.
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-October 26th-Term 2 Begins, Fee Payment for

Term 2 due

-October 29th-Van Phuc Character Day

-October 30th-Tay Ho Character Day

-November 6th-Staff Development Day (children

will be taken care of by Teaching Assistants

during the afternoon)

Dates to
remember 

R E M I N D E R S

Mr Jordan Nelson at the Tay Ho campus 

Ms Hang at the Van Phuc campus

It is a mandatory requirement that every student enrolled at

Morning Star has medical insurance. The campus offices require

a copy of your medical insurance document. If you haven't

already done so, please email a copy of this insurance to:

morningstar_tayho@msis.edu.vn 

morningstarvp@msis.edu.vn 

If you do not currently have a health insurance policy, Morning

Star can help you select a policy from our service provider

Medical Insurance

Emergency contact details
Any change in email addresses or phone numbers must be

immediately notified to the office. Please understand we must

have an emergency contact number for your child in case we

need to reach you. If your emergency contact number has

changed, please complete our emergency contact form and

send it back to us.

Elementary Code of Conduct
Thank you to all who have read, signed and returned our MSIS

Code of Conduct. Your acknowledgment of our Code indicates

that you and your child have understood and agreed to all aspects

of the Code. Please return all slips to Mr. Jordan in the office.



WINTER
CONCERT

MORNING STAR INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL 

Join us for an exciting celebration
of the winter months which will

include a performance from each
class and a Potluck dinner

immediately following.

TAY HO-DECEMBER 10TH @ 6PM
VAN PHUC-DECEMBER 11TH @ 6PM



DO YOU FOLLOW OUR
FACEBOOK?

Like us on Facebook to see
what's happening on campus
@msishanoi
www.facebook.com/msishanoi

Have time to leave 
us a review? Visit 
our reviews section.

SHARE
YOUR
STORY! We'll feature your story on our

social media channels, website and

in our flagship publications. We'd

conduct a short interview, in

person, by email, over the phone or

by video, then we'd arrange a

suitable time we could do a

photoshoot. 

If you're interested in becoming a

Morning Star case study email

- morningstar_tayho@msis.edu.vn

We'd love to hear about your
experience at  Morning Star

We're looking for parent and
student case studies to share their
story about what its  l ike to be part
of the Morning Star community.
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TAY HO 
K E E P I N G  Y O U  U P  T O  D A T E  W I T H
A L L  T H E  L A T E S T  M S I S  N E W S

C A M P U S  



GIRAFFE
CLASS

Majority of our term focused on the

theme; “All About Me”. As such, we

have been exploring ourselves, our

bodies, our five senses and our

emotions. We gained more

knowledge and a better

understanding of self-awareness

through movement, arts & crafts,

music and sensory

experience.Paintbrushes and

creative hands have been at the

forefront of our weekly activities.

Our students have been creating

Halloween arts and crafts - such as

toilet paper mummies, paper-plate

monsters and spooky pumpkins in

preparation for Character Day!
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Dear Parents, As the autumn leaves

begin to fall, we approach the new

season of warm colours and rebirth.

Not only did our Giraffes grow in size

but even more in personality and

maturity. After the first few weeks of

adapting to a new classroom

environment, our Giraffes have

blossomed. We are all finally dancing,

playing and learning together as a

class with enjoyment and content.

Trick or treat!

We’ve also taken some time to grasp

the concept of colours and shapes

whilst steadily introducing circle time

objectives such as the differentiation

in weather, days of the week, months

of the year and our alphabet. 

All in all, it has been a fun, colourful

and successful first term and we can’t

wait for what lies ahead!

Warm regards,

-Ms Jana, Ms Mai and Ms Giang



MONKEY
CLASS

We have moved on from the beginning

themes in the curriculum where we

learned to share and cooperate with

each other. Entering our second term

saw us investigate our senses and

developing our numerical skills by

using ordinal numbers, for example.

We will continue to make crafts

related to each of our zoophonics

animals, as we delve deeper into the

meaning of our favourite stories

through role-play and themed

activities.
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How wild that we have been back

three months already! I've enjoyed

watching all the children grow and

form strong friendships. We have so

many wonderful individual

personalities in the Monkey class. This

month has mostly been spent

preparing for character day. We

practised our "Knock Knock Trick or

Treat" Halloween song with the rest of

the Kindergarten classes. Last month

we enjoyed the Mid-Autumn

festivities.

Monkeying Around

I have already seen how much we have

bonded as a class. Thanks to all of the

parents for your suggestions and help

so far this year.

Warm Regards,

-Ms Eimear, Ms Mai, Ms Giang and Ms

Quynh



LION
CLASS

We were able to discuss and learn so

much about one another through our

weekly themes of friendship, family,

and diversity over the course of term

one. One of our favorites was

discussing the book The Colors of Us

and describing what our skin is like

and how everyone is different but

also the same! The Lion class have

already progressed through both

Short A and Short E sounds for their

weekly spelling words. They have

also enhanced their pattern,

matching and sorting, and counting

to 50 skills.
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Throughout the next month the

Lions will work on counting to 100

by 1s and 2s and Short I sounds. We

look forward to seeing how all of the

Lions progress socially and

academically over the course of the

next few weeks! More fun times are

certainly ahead.

Thank you, 

-Ms. Jessica, Ms. Van, Ms. Ngan

What an exciting few months the

Lion class has enjoyed in September

and October! It is wonderful to see

everyone developing their skills and

friendships over the course of the

first term.

Working Together



GRADE 1

In science, the class has been

learning about classifying plants

and animals. The kids have also

taken part in a variety of STEM

activities including making a

balancing robot and creating a

paper-plate  basket.

In social studies, we have been

focusing on needs and wants and

making good choices.

Thank you!

-Ms. Ashley
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October was a very exciting month

for Grade One! We not only had two

fantastic celebrations, The Mid-

Autumn Festival and Character Day,

but we also welcomed two new

friends to the classroom - Isabelle

and Phuong Linh. I am very proud of

how well the grade ones have

adjusted to life in elementary school.

They know the routines and can

follow the classroom rules with ease.  

I am very impressed with how well

their reading and math skills have

developed since the beginning of

school. Keep up the awesome work!

In English, the students are focusing

on the big question: How are people

and animals important to one

another? The are learning about how

people can take care of animals and

how animals can help people. The

students are also learning about the

parts of a sentence and are writing

simple sentences.

In Math, the students are

practicing how to add and

subtract within 20 using ten-

frames and mental math.



GRADE 2
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Dear Parents,

A warm welcome back after a well

rested Autumn-break. It is great to

have all the students back at school

and ready for term 2. Looking

forward to a wonderful term filled

with exciting events and activities.

-Ms. Melissa

In Math, the students completed

their Unit 1 test. Well done! We are

currently focusing on Patterns and

Picture Graphs. Daily counting and

time table test is going very well.

In Social Studies, as part of our

Reading Street text book, we often

combine it with some Social skills.

We had a sneak peak into the life of

Abraham Lincoln and how working

together has changed history. We

are currently in the process of

learning about Scarcity ( meeting

people's needs) and Goods and

Services.

In English we started with Unit 2

of Reading street. The topic is

about working together with each

other, the community and how

things have changed and

developed over the years. We

learned about time lines and the

students made their own life time

line. I was very pleased with how

they remembered their time from

being a baby until now. Spelling

test is going very well and the

students have developed good

vocabulary words that are being

used in their weekly creative

writing pieces. Keep up the

positive energy and hard work!



In mathematics thus far, we have covered

place value, rounding, extended

algorithms, and decoding word problems.

Grade 3 is a foundational year where the

students solidify the knowledge obtained

in the previous years of elementary

school in preparation for secondary

school. The are practicing concepts

already to familiar to them to build their

confidence for what lies ahead. I am

pleased with everyone's progress and

positive growth mindset in mathematics.

In English, we are now studying Unit 2 in

our Reading Street anthologies. This unit

is called "Smart Solutions:  What are

smart ways that problems are solved?" So

far, we have read stories about smart

solutions in the animal kingdom, in

persuasive conversations, and in

adressing personal dilemmas. The

students have enjoyed engaging with the

stories while also refining their reading

comprehension, writing, and critical

thinking skills.

In Science, our class enjoyed learning

about the different forms of energy in

science class. We harnessed the power of

the sun and built a simple solar oven using

recycled materials. I am always pleased to

see the students make tangible

connections with the concepts they are

learning! We are now on the Motion unit in

our science texts, and I look forward to

more experiments on this topic.

In Social Studies, our class is learning

about natural resources. Although our

texts are based in the U.S., the students

have been able to compare and contrast

the material in relation to Viet Nam. The

students are working on building an

understanding of community systems and

our connection to the natural world.

Best wishes for a happy and productive

autumn season!

Warm regards,

-Ms. Emily Medcalf

GRADE 3
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"As long as autumn lasts, I shall not have

hands, canvas and colors enough to

paint the beautiful things I see."  -

Vincent Van Gogh

Dear Grade 3 Parents and Families,

Autumn greetings, one and all! We have

now completed our tenth week of school,

and the students have settled in nicely to

Grade 3. Our class now consists of

seventeen students, all with their own

unique interests and backgrounds. It is a

pleasure to teach this charismatic and

curious bunch!



GRADE 4
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Dear Parents,

We have fully settled into the school

year and going full steam ahead with

all of our work. Grade 4 students

have completed Unit 1 English and

finished topic 1 & 2 Math with

impressive results after their unit

tests.We celebrated Mid - Autumn

Festival on 1st October and

Character Day on 30th October.

Grade 4 learned to work together as

a team to create fun performances

for our celebrations.

Best Regards,

-Ms. Lizi

In Math, students are working hard on

Topic 3 which is place value, comparing

numbers and ordering numbers. There

are some challenging numbers and

enjoy discussing their work as a team.

In English,  we have finished Unit 1 and

moved onto Unit 2 which is all about

team work. We have already had some

fantastic discussions about this and

different variations of team work. The

current comprehensions we have read

in Unit 2 have been really enjoyable

and it's fantastic to see the children

getting so involved in this and relating

it to something they enjoy.

In Science, we have been learning

about different energy forms,

exploring in our classroom and doing

fun heat experiments. We have moved

onto sound and temperature.

In social studies , we have been

learning about continents and oceans.

Population of each continent and

famous landscapes around the world.

We have started to look at map

reading and co-ordinates on maps.



GRADE 5
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Dear parents,

It was lovely getting to meet you all

at the Back to School Night on the

11th of September. I hope you are all

feeling as positive for the year ahead,

as I am. We had a lovely time during

the Mid-Autumn festival, where

students shared songs and dance,

played games, and made various

crafts. It was a very fun day indeed.

October is also the month of

Halloween and students look

forward to a spooky and entertaining

time, when Character Day arrives.

Best wishes,

-Ms. Sam

In Science, Grade 5’s have looked at

the many ways animals and plants

adapt to their environments. They

also created their very own plants or

animals to illustrate their

understanding of plants and animal’s

needs as well as how they are able to

survive in certain conditions.

Students also learned about various

life cycles of animals. Grade 5’s have

also learned about photosynthesis

and respiration in order to explore

plants and energy.

In English, we have continued reading

our stories in Reading Street. We

completed unit 1 and all these stories

dealt with the theme of meeting

challenges. Grade 5’s thought about

the many ways that they have and can

deal with any challenges that they may

face. In grammar, students have

learned how to identify subject and

predicates, independent and

dependent clauses, compound and

complex sentences, as well as common

and proper nouns. Grade 5’s have

started unit 2 in the Reading Street

books, where they will be dealing with

the theme of “Doing the Right Thing.”

In Math, Grade 5’s covered a range

of skills. Students learned how to

add and subtract decimals. This

included dealing with rounding

whole numbers and decimals,

estimating sums and differences,

mental math, and problem-solving.

Students also learned how to

multiply whole numbers. Students

learned about the properties of

multiplication and mental math to

multiply. They explored estimating

products and learned about

exponents for the first time.

In Social Studies, students continued

to learn about the Aztecs. This time in

history has so much to discover and

the Grade 5’s have shown such

interest and engagement with this

topic. The class has also started

exploring the life of the Maya.

Students have been able to identify

the various similarities and differences

between the two civilizations.



VAN PHUC
K E E P I N G  Y O U  U P  T O  D A T E  W I T H
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HIPPO
CLASS

October is also the time of year

where we make new and scary

friends! Halloween preparations

have been in full swing! Hippo class

has been busy making all things

‘Haunted House’ for our class this

year including spooky spiders, jam-

jar-Jack-o-Lanterns, and bouncing

bats and hats.We’ve also taken some

time to knuckle down on revising our

alphabet and have started writing

and recognising each letter more and

more: 6 down, 20 more to go!
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Overall, a fun-tastic month in Hippo

class! As always, thank you to the

Hippo class parents for your full

support and considerations. Keep

checking ClassDojo for daily updates

and reminders. 

Spooky greetings,

-Ms Tharina, Ms Tam, Ms Thao & Ms

Hang.

What a whirlwind of a month it’s

been! October has brought Hippos

class many fun and exciting things

including two new friends! We

welcome back Manh Hung and a new

friend, Venus! A very warm welcome

to you both!

New friends, scary friends



MONKEY
CLASS

We are steadily advancing on our

Alphabet practice and got to letter H

for Halloween! The right letter for

the right moment of the year. We

love our Halloween songs, dances,

spooky games and costumes and had

so much fun with it all. Our classroom

is all about Autumn leaves, beautiful

and colorful Autumn Trees and scary

black cats and spooky

pumpkins.Monkeys are learning and

enjoying so much!

-Ms. Antonella
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Colorful, Spooky Autumn!

Dear families of Monkey Class,

Such a fantastic, busy, full of magical

moments month! We started

learning about our Five Senses so we

could follow with our Autumn theme.

In Math, We practiced and traced

our numbers, colored by number,

played math games and did a lot

of counting!



LION
CLASS

When the Lions came back from

autumn break, we spent the week

discussing the autumn season and

what it means.  We learned about the

change in weather, the clothing we

wear, and what kinds of things we

can see during autumn, like pumpkins

and yellow leaves.  Then, we started

preparing for Halloween by listening

to spooky (but not too spooky)

stories, learning new Halloween

related words, and creating some

spooktacular crafts to decorate our

classroom.

This week, we have been focusing on

our favorite stories.  The Lions have

been listening to stories and learning

how to identify characters and

different parts of the story.  They will

even have the opportunity to act out

the stories themselves, and I'm sure

they'll do a great job of it.
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The Lion class has made great strides

since we began the

school year and I'm so impressed by

their progress.  The things they can

do surprise me each day!  We had a

strong finish to the autumn term,

and

there will be many more exciting

things coming their way in winter!

Thank you!

-Ms. Jamie

October has been such a fun-packed

month!  After our

autumn break, we got straight to

work preparing our classroom for our

Halloween

celebration.  The Lions absolutely

love Halloween and everything about

it.  Every morning we sing Halloween

songs and talk about our Halloween

costumes.  We've even been

practicing acting out our characters

for our

Halloween fashion show!  It's great

to see the students so excited about

an upcoming event, and I can tell how

much they enjoy the Halloween

theme.

Lions are spooktacular!



O C T O B E R  E D I T I O N

CONTACT US
Need to get in touch with us? 

JOIN THE CLASSROOM
All our teachers use the ClassDojo to post photos, share news, and give you a regular insight
into what is happening in your child's classroom. 

Not signed up yet? Ask your child's teacher for a link. 


